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1. INTRODUCTION
Many retailers and government enterprises can greatly

streamline their operations management and expenditures if
they can accurately predict the anticipated number of peo-
ple at various zones within their premises at any given time
[1, 2]. For example, a large retailer like Wal-mart can opti-
mize personnel costs given accurate predictions of clients at
various checkout counters.

The problem we address is to predict client counts (i.e. the
median number of people in ten-minute intervals) in di↵erent
floor zones of a building several hours ahead, given the floor
map, historical client counts, and current client counts. In
a floor, Cisco’s routers record the received signal strength
(RSSI) emitted from mobile devices. Cisco’s software uses
this data to estimate client locations. We use the location
data to generate client counts in di↵erent zones over time.

Our vision is to enable anticipatory resource deployment
by harnessing advances in statistical modeling.
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Figure 1: Our problem is to predict client counts
several hours ahead given (a) a floor map and (b)
historical client counts and current client counts of
floor zones

There are two main challenges in solving this problem.
First, the time-series of client counts are noisy because they
are generated from estimated location data, whose error
range is about three to five meters. Second, we have limited
information with respect to location data and map informa-
tion.

There are two approaches to predict client counts: direct
count prediction and location-based count prediction. In the
first approach, works such as [3] use statistical models and
machine learning algorithms to exploit temporal correlation
of counts in a single time-series to perform prediction. In
our work, we further exploit temporal correlation of client
counts in multiple time-series. The second approach is to
first predict client locations [4] before generating predicted

client counts, potentially compromising user location pri-
vacy.
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Figure 2: Our prediction algorithm

Our algorithm consists of five steps (Figure 2). Pre-processing
maps device locations to floor zones to generate time-series
of client counts. Down-sampling calculates the medians of
the client counts in every ten-minute interval to create down-
sampled time-series of the client counts. Modeling devel-
ops statistical models to extract temporal correlations of
the client counts. Prediction predicts the client counts sev-
eral hour ahead by using the models and naive approaches.
Combination selects and combines predicted values of these
approaches to output the final results.

We evaluated our algorithm with a real dataset containing
client locations in a Cisco o�ce building having ten di↵erent
zones over five weeks. Our results show that, for an eight-
hour look-ahead window, our algorithm reduces the mean
absolute percentage prediction error [5] by nearly 36% com-
pared to a naive approach.
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